Looking for virtual medically-related experiences during COVID?

The Office of Diversity and Inclusion: Student Affairs offers a virtual immersion experience for pre-meds

- Preference given to 2024 AMCAS cycle applicants
- Must identify as underrepresented in medicine and/or disadvantaged
- Preference given to Alabama residents

What to Expect

- Virtual sessions with some of our medical school's finest education leaders
- Hands-on, virtual experience with the diverse modalities by which our students learn
- Virtual patient simulation and standardized patient settings
- Opportunities to work with physicians and experience patient encounters using telehealth
- Mentoring from current medical students and Diversity Ambassadors
- Mock interviews and so much more

VIPMed: Virtual Immersion Pre-Med Program

Nov 2022 - May 2023

Sound like good fit? Apply by Sept. 30. Contact medschool@uab.edu for any questions.